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BOVINE LIVESTOCK IN DECEMBER 
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« L ^ eurost 
RINDERBESTAND IH DEZEMBER 
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EFFECTIFS BOVINS EN DECEMBRE 
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BOVINE LIVESTOCK IN DECEMBER 
1000 HEAD 
«na eurost 
RINDERBESTAND IM DEZEMBER 
1000 STUECK 
EFFECTIFS BOVINS EN DECEMBRE 
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KUEHE VON 2 UND MEHR 



















































































































































































































































































































































GROSS INDIGENOUS PRODUCTION OF CATTLE 
1000 HEAD 
5.3.1990 
PRODUCTION INDIGENE BRUTE DE BOVINS 
1000 TETES 


































































































































































































































1-6 3203* 3409* 157 177 712 20 166 1104 115 285* 7 322 40 304 
7-12 3224* 3448* 153 190* 747 23 177 997* 123* 310* 6 303 47 373* 





















































































































































































BULLS AND BULLOCKS 
1-6 4217* 4791* 
7-12 5298* 5913* 




























TAUREAUX ET BOEUFS 
160 96 811 
191 120 834* 






















































































































































































GROSS INDIGENOUS PRODUCTION OF CATTLE 
1000 HEAD 
5.3.1990 
PRODUCTION INDIGENE BRUTE DE BOVINS 
1000 TETES 
I EUR 10 | EUR 12 | Β ¡DK I G R I IRL NL Ι υκ 
TOTAL TOTAL 
1-6 12609 13739 566 466 2608 169 911 4259 632 1165 16 1082 219 1645 
7-12 13646* 14831* 506 448* 2834 172 928 4338* 1030* 1511 16 938 257 1854* 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PIG POPULATION IN DECEMBER 
1000 HEAD 
~\m 
SCHWEINEBESTAND IM DEZEMBER 
1000 STUECK 
EFFECTIFS PORCINS EN DECEMBRE 
1000 TETES 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PIG POPULATION IN DECEMBER 
1000 HEAD 
eurostat m 
SCHWEINEBESTAND IM DEZEMBER 
1000 STUECK 
EFFECTIFS PORCINS EN DECEMBRE 
1000 TETES 
EUR 10 EUR 12 DK GR IRL NL UK 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































eurostat ^ 2 
GROSS INDIGENOUS PRODUCTION OF PIGS 
1000 HEAD 
BRUTTOEIGENERZEUGUNG VON SCHWEINEN 
5.3.1990 
1000 STUECK 
PRODUCTION INDIGENE BRUTE DE PORCS 
1000 TETES 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































05 /03 /1990 
SHEEP POPULATION IN DECEMBER 
1000 HEAD 
~\m eurost 
SCHAFBESTAND IM DEZEMBER 
1000 STUECK 
EFFECTIFS OVINS EN DECEMBRE 
1000 TETES 































































































































































GOAT POPULATION IN DECEMBER 
1000 HEAD 
ZIEGENBESTAND IM DEZEMBER 
1000 STUECK 
EFFECTIFS CAPRINS EN DECEMBRE 
1000 TETES 

































































































































































UK Data calculated on the basis of the June 1989 Census. Données calculées sur base du recensement de juin 1989 
eurostat m 
SHEEP AND GOATS: 
GROSS INDIGENOUS PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTION FORECASTS 
1000 HEAD 
OVINS ET CAPRINS: 
PRODUCTION INDIGENE BRUTE ET PREVISIONS DE PRODUCTION 
5.3.1990 
1000 TETES 
EUR 10 EUR 12 Β DK D GR E F IRL I L NL Ρ UK 
SHEEP 
1-6 
7-12 
1988 
1-6 
7-12 
1989 
1-6 
7-12 
1990 
1-6 
7-12 
% 89/88 
1-6 
7-12 
% 90/89 
GOATS 
1-6 
7-12 
1988 
1-6 
7-12 
1989 
1-6 
7-12 
1990 
1-6 
7-12 
X 89/88 
1-6 
7-12 
X 90/89 
21165* 
22631* 
43796* 
22204* 
25230* 
47434* 
22233* 
25909* 
48143* 
4.9* 
11.5* 
8.3* 
0.1* 
2.7* 
1.5* 
4333* 
1765* 
6098* 
4453* 
2041* 
6495* 
4463* 
2054* 
6516* 
2.8* 
15.6* 
6.5* 
0.2* 
0.6* 
0.3* 
31978* 
32441* 
64419* 
32538* 
34466* 
67004* 
32678* 
35324* 
68003* 
1.8* 
6.2* 
4.0* 
0.4* 
2.5* 
1.5* 
5804* 
3351* 
9155* 
5840* 
3367* 
9208* 
5862* 
3396* 
9257* 
0.6* 
0.5* 
0.6* 
0.4* 
0.8* 
0.5* 
85 
108 
193 
88* 
112* 
201* 
88* 
112* 
201* 
4.0* 
4.0* 
4.0* 
-0.1* 
0.1* 
0.0* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
14 
49 
63 
17 
60 
77 
18* 
72* 
90* 
21.4 
22.4 
22.2 
5.9* 
20.0* 
16.9* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
480 
705 
1185 
478 
703* 
1186* 
515* 
762* 
1277* 
-0.4 
0.4* 
0.1* 
7.8* 
7.6* 
7.7* 
4 
4 
8 
4 
4* 
8* 
5* 
5* 
9* 
14.7 
3.6* 
9.2* 
9.4* 
13.8* 
11.5* 
4837 
2610* 
7447* 
4632* 
2516* 
7148* 
4672* 
2539* 
7211* 
-4.2* 
-3.6* 
-4.0* 
0.9* 
0.9* 
0.9* 
3096 
1404* 
4500* 
3179* 
1637* 
4815* 
3179* 
1637* 
4816* 
2.7* 
16.5* 
7.0* 
0.0* 
0.0* 
0.0* 
SCHAFE 
9683 
8790 
18473 
9178 
8212* 
17390* 
9285* 
8365* 
17650* 
-5.2 
-6.6* 
-5.9* 
1.2* 
1.9* 
1.5* 
4305 
3690 
7995 
4158* 
3834* 
7992* 
4150* 
3760* 
7910* 
-3.4* 
3.9* 
0.0* 
-0.2* 
-1.9* 
-1.0* 
ZIEGEN 
1174 
1314 
2488 
1088 
1045* 
2133* 
1102* 
1062* 
2164* 
-7.3 
-20.5* 
-14.3* 
1.3* 
1.6* 
1.5* 
864 
172 
1036 
883* 
177* 
1060* 
880* 
180* 
1060* 
2.2* 
2.9* 
2.3* 
-0.3* 
1.7* 
0.0* 
990* 
1154* 
2144* 
1208* 
1620* 
2828* 
1450* 
2150* 
3600* 
22.0* 
40.4* 
31.9* 
20.0* 
32.7* 
27.3* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2505* 
3400* 
5905* 
2823* 
3687* 
6510* 
2885* 
3775* 
6660* 
12.7* 
8.4* 
10.3* 
2.2* 
2.4* 
2.3* 
316* 
138* 
454* 
320* 
168* 
488* 
330* 
172* 
502* 
1.3* 
21.7* 
7.5* 
3.1* 
2.4* 
2.9* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
361 
401 
762 
404* 
461* 
865* 
430* 
470* 
900* 
11.9* 
15.0* 
13.5* 
6.4* 
2.0* 
4.0* 
35 
30 
65 
40* 
30* 
70* 
40* 
31* 
71* 
14.3* 
0.0* 
7.7* 
0.0* 
3.3* 
1.4* 
1130 
1020 
2150 
1156* 
1024* 
2180* 
1160* 
1050* 
2210* 
2.3* 
0.4* 
1.4* 
0.3* 
2.5* 
1.4* 
297 
272 
569 
299* 
281* 
580* 
297* 
280* 
577* 
0.7* 
3.3* 
1.9* 
-0.7* 
-0.4* 
-0.5* 
OVINS 
7588 
10514 
18102 
8395* 
12232* 
20627* 
8025* 
12269* 
20294* 
10.6* 
16.3* 
13.9* 
-4.4* 
0.3* 
-1.6* 
CAPRINS 
18 
17 
35 
27 
26 
53 
29* 
29* 
58* 
50.0 
52.9 
51.4 
7.4* 
11.5* 
9.4* 
10 


